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Vertebrate Graphics Ltd, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Winter Walks in the Lake District is a collection of enjoyable walks and easy winter
climbs designed to make the most of the winter conditions that regularly descend on the Lake
District. Local author Stephen Goodwin has selected his favourite cold-weather outings, which all
share the magic and exhilaration that snow or even a hoar frost brings to the Lakeland fells. The
routes include accessible jaunts up Gowbarrow, High Rigg and Latrigg, Keswick s `house mountain
- an ideal spot to survey the snow cover on the bigger tops to the south; ascents of Helvellyn from
the east and west, via classic and lesser-known ridgelines, or graded climbs on Browncove Crags
and Nethermost Pike; high-level horseshoes above Haweswater and Langdale; and, of course,
ascents of the classics - Scafell Pike, Blencathra, Great End - although not necessarily by the most
travelled routes. Alongside advice on winter conditions and kit, each of the routes in this book
features detailed introductions and directions, Ordnance Survey 1:25,000-scale maps, photo topos
for the graded winter climbs where appropriate, and local information such as the best pubs and
cafes.
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Very useful to any or all group of folks. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser-- Mr s. Dor r is Wintheiser

The book is great and fantastic. It is rally exciting throgh reading time period. I am pleased to let you know that this is basically the greatest ebook i
actually have go through inside my very own life and may be he best book for possibly.
-- Mr . Hym a n Ankunding  DDS-- Mr . Hym a n Ankunding  DDS
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